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HORIBA TECHNO SERVICE Co., Ltd. (hereinaf ter HTS) became an
independent company from HORIBA, Ltd. (hereinafter HOR) in 2000 in order
to improve quality of products including service quality for the entire HORIBA
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group. Nowadays, analytical instruments and customer’s requirement are
diversified year by year. Under this environment, HTS has been catching up
customer’s requirement globally, and we have been providing service support
in response to such a requirement. On the other hand, HTS has established a
service structure that has strong relation with local customers in Japan. In this
article, we would like to introduce a total picture of business handled by HTS,
then we would like to introduce a service activity of Automotive Test Systems
(hereinafter ATS) segment, for example how HTS utilizes ISO/IEC17025
certificate to establish high quality service, how HTS can collect reliable data by
using ISO/IEC17025. In addition, we would like to explain how HTS has made
countermeasure for various requirements of emission analysis and regulation.

Introduction
In recent years, the importance of service has been
focused in order to improve customer satisfaction in the
business field of analytical instruments. Total quality of
product can be maintained by high quality service in
addition to quality of product itself. In this article, we
would like to describe service that is now focused in the
market. We can judge a service capability from some
numerical data such as response capability, technical
capability, structure solidness and delivery speed of parts
that are given by MTTR (Mean time to repair), MTBF
(Mean time between failures), etc. On the other hand, it
must be difficult to make a numerical value for items such
as communication level, confidence level and hospitality.
We, HTS are targeting to improve total quality of product
including such difficult items.

total, 130 employees from HOR and 123 employees from
Service Department of COS (Currently operated as
H O R I B A A d v a n c e d Te c h n o) . T h e P u r p o s e o f
establishment of HTS was the following 6 items. We were
targeting to be professional team who should be able to
give feedback for quality improvement for HOR products.
And we believed that we could give feedback with
customer’s point of view after realizing the following 6
items at HTS.

Service Structure
Firstly, we are starting to explain about a history of HTS.
HTS which had been a Service Division (called Customer
Service Centre) under HOR organization, became an
independent company (invested by HOR 100%) on 21
March 2000. We started business with 253 employees in

Figure 1 Service Station in Japan
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Employees

Trends in the number of employees
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Figure 2 Employee Number Transition

Figure 3 Displacement to oversea

①Improve speed of Service
②Improve & standardize skill of Service engineer
③I mprove efficiency of organization (Elimination
overlapping work)
④Clarify profit responsibility (Factory and Service)
⑤E st abl ish se r v ice st r at eg y ( P r ice set t i ng /
Advanced payment)
⑥Enhancement of Consciousness (Challenging spirit
/ One team spirit)
Service Station
When HTS was established, there were 21 service stations
in Japan. In order to accelerate close relation with local
customers, we have reorganized service stations (some
stations were moved, some stations were newly opened).
As the result, numbers of station have been increased to
27 stations as of 2013 (Figure 1). On the other hand,
when we started HTS operation in 2000, number of
employee was 253 only. However, number of employee is
now increased to 438 in 2013 (Figure 2). Moreover, HTS

HTS:5%
1,135
EU:6%
298
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Asia:4%
376
256
Americas:4%
205

has been dispatching service engineers to 9 affiliate
companies in the oversea since 2000 (Figure 3).
Oversea Network
HORIBA Group has totally 5828 employees (as of Nov
2013), 1135 of them are service engineers. Among 1135
engineers, 40% is shared by service engineers who are
working for Automotive Testing System Business. One of
our targets is to provide the same service quality even our
products deliver to wherever in the world. Therefore, it is
i mpor t a nt to sha re i n for mat ion w it h i n ou r g roup
companies in order to keep the same service quality. And
we have held International Service Meeting (hereinafter
ISM) ever y year to share infor mation within group
companies. During ISM, managers from each country
have discussed and decided global service strategy and
policy. Moreover, HTS has sent trainee and/or transferee
to each country, and they are contributing to reduce skill
gap among each area and each country. In addition, they
are accelerating globalization of HTS. (Figure 3, 4, 5)
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Service linking with local community
and local customers
As we described in the previous Colum, HTS is aiming to
provide the same quality of service anywhere in the
world. At the same time, HTS is thinking our service
should closely be in touch with local community and local
customers. For instance, local clinic is locating nearby
patients, and they are providi ng pr i mar y medical
treatment and rehabilitation together with consultation in
Japan. And local clinic is using medical instruments that
are relatively simple and small. On the other hand, when
the situation of patient becomes more serious, then large
hospital should take care of such patient by using more
sophisticated medical instruments. HTS is thinking our
service business is similar to this situation. It is necessary
for us to maintain close communication and relation with
local community and local customers. This is one of
impor tant role of HTS. W hen HTS can make close
communication and relation, customer start to consider
repeat order for HORIBA products.
Total Cycle Support
One of Service role is to make our products in stable
operation at the customer site for a long term. HTS has
been providing Start-up engineering service, Maintenance
service, Modification work, Repairing work and Sales of
spare parts. In these service businesses, if we provide a
proper maintenance service, we can find out malfunction
in advance due to the deterioration of parts, etc. This can
realize longer life-time and shorter down-time caused by
any sudden problem. Moreover, this can bring reliable and
guaranteed data. HTS has provided the Total Cycle

Support from delivery to replacement. And we have
offered maintenance program and maintenance level
judging from usage condition on site. Once in a while, we
renew Data Acquisition Unit and Operation Unit. Idea of
Total Cycle Support brings lower maintenance cost,
replacement cost and less down-time. And we believe that
Total Cycle Support gives benefit for the customers.

ISO/IEC17025
Background and acquisition
In recent years, Traceability is required to assure the
quality of service and product. It is required to use
standard material and standard gas that are traceable to
the inter national measurement standard and /or the
national measurement standard when maintenance service
is made. Even for the export inspection of vehicle, the
certificate is required to check vehicle can meet the
regulation of country where its vehicle is exported. This
is due to the change of circumstances surrounding vehicle
industry. And it is the best way to utilize the certificate of
ISO/IEC17025 in order to prove if vehicle can meet
regulation or not.
It’s also required to show evidence which is traceable to
the international/national authority for measurement
equipment and standard gases. This means that Emission
gas analysis system from HORIBA must be traceable to
the international/national authority, otherwise test result
from system cannot be assured (Figure 6). In response to
strong requirement from car manufactures, HTS acquired
authorization, ID Number ASNITE 0033 C, of calibration
laborator ies based on ISO/ IEC 17025 to proof the

Target Equipment based on ISO/IEC 17025 Accreditation
①Exhaust Gas Analyzer
④Evaporative Emission
・Calibration Curve
Test Facilities
②CVS
・Calibration Curve
・Propane Shot
・Capacity Check
③Chassis Dynamometer
⑤Driver’s Aid
・Engine Tachometer meter
・Linearity
・Vacuum Gauge
⑥Pen Recorder
・Speed Meter
・Linearity
・Speed Linkage Cooling Fan
・Paper Feeding Time
・Braking and Driving Force Meter

Emission Test Facilities General Conceptual Diagram (Not including Evaporative Emission Test Facilities)

Figure 6 Certified Exhaust Gas Analyzer System
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calibration certificates that we should have are not only
ISO/IEC17025 but also certificate that should be applicable
inter nationally. NITE is a member of Inter national
Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (hereinafter ILAC)
and they have signed on Mutual Recognition Arrangement
(MRA). This is the reason why our calibration certificate
can be used internationally. So, we could go further about
new style of service business starting from customer’s
requirement in Japan.
Providing high reliable data
It is necessary for us to meet management requirements
a nd t e ch n ic a l r e q u i r e me nt s whe n we a c q u i r e a n
accred it at ion of ASN IT E prog ra m based on ISO/
IEC17025.

Figure 7 Certification

reliability of data from emission gas analysis system.
(Figure 7)

Calibration of Emission Gas Analysis system
based on ISO/IEC17025
Realization of Traceable Calibration
and Effect of MRA
ISO/IEC17025 is the International Standard that specifies
t he ge ne r al re qu i re me nt s for t e st labor at or y a nd
calibration authority. This International Standard specifies
the requirements to be satisfied by test laboratory and
calibration authority when they perform test analysis and
calibration. Approved test laboratory and calibration
aut hor it y ca n u se a n aut hor i zat ion ma rk on t hei r
cer tif icate. A nd thei r cer tif icate shall be reliable
documents that can be used internationally [1]. In Japan,
there is Japan Calibration Service System (hereinafter
JCSS) based on the ISO/IEC17025 program. JCSS is
based on Article 143 of Measurement Act and JCSS is not
applicable for emission gas analysis system. Therefore,
we adopted the program of Accreditation System of
Nat ional I n st it ut e of Te ch nolog y a nd Evalu at ion
(hereinafter ASNITE). ASNITE is the program which
was established by National Institute of Technology and
Evaluation (hereinafter NITE) [2] And ASNITE is the
accreditation program for the category of non-traceable
system to the National Standard in Japan. In addition, to
satisfy the requirement from export inspection of vehicle,
100
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Qualit y management & assu rance st andard u nder
ISO9000 series are written regardless of the nature of
business, in particularly ISO-9000 series certify quality
control system and process. However, reliability of
products that is manufactured under ISO9000 system is
not certified by ISO9000 system. On the other hand, ISO/
IEC17025 is including requirements (please refer to items
b elow) for t e ch n ic a l m a n a ge me nt whe n t e st a nd
calibration are made in addition to requirements for
quality management that are similarly required by
ISO9000 series.
①C alibration procedure must be clarified and its
appropriateness must be confirmed.
②Required ability and training must be clarified and
appointed person must be available.
③Periodic calibration must be made on measuring
instruments and traceability and uncertainty must
be indicated clearly.

Calculation of uncertainty
It is impor tant to calculate uncer taint y and this is
particularly different from work in the past. Definition of
error was defined as difference from true value. However,
due to difficulty to acquire true value, definition of
uncer tainty is adopted. Therefore, this standard is
mentioning the procedure to estimate “uncer tainty
uncertainness”. And this standard requires to follow this
procedure. Uncertainness is defined as “parameter,
associated with the result of a measu rement, that
characterizes the dispersion of the values that could
reasonably be attributed to the measured” and uses below
procedure to calculate it.
①Consider what sorts of factor affect maldistribution
of r e s u l t , t h e n l i s t u p f a c t o r s b y u s i n g a

Technical Reports
Table 1 Uncertainty Budget

Mark

Uncertainty Source

Type

Value ±

Probabikity Distribution

Divisor

Std. Uncertainty

Sensitivity
Coefficient

Unit (km/h)

u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8

uc

Combined Uncertainty

Normal Distibution

U

Expanded Uncertainty

Normal Distibution (k=2)

characteristic diagram. The point is to extract a
number of factors as possible multiple personnel.
②B y using Budget Sheet ( Table 1), calculate
Standard uncertainty and Expanded uncertainty
by each ext racted factors consider i ng wit h
inf luence for uncertainty. Result of uncertainty
become quality of calibration work.
Execution of proficiency test
Proficiency Test is defined as “evaluation of measurement
performance or calibration by calibration association
against pre-established criteria by means of interlaboratory comparisons”. This means that HTS has to
execute test for calibration comparison between our
ex hau st ga s a nalysis syst e m a nd syst e m at ot he r
calibration association. Then evaluation should be made
by a performance evaluation formula that is stating as
“Equation 1”. By following this procedure, quality of
calibration result is confirmed.
En =

Xlab − Xref

√￣￣￣￣
U 2lab + U 2ref

… …………………………… (1)

Xlab : Participating laboratory’s result
X ref : Reference laboratory’s result
Ulab : Participating laboratory’s expanded uncertainty
(k=2)
Uref : Reference laboratory’s expanded uncertainty
(k=2)
Judgment standard of En number show below
| En | ≦ 1: Satisfaction
| En | ＞ 1: Unsatisfaction
We have been providing reliable data by improving
management system and tech nical sk ill u nder
requirements of ISO/IEC17025.

Implementation of Total Support
Location of Technical Personnel
Technical personnel who can execute calibration based on
ISO/IEC17025 is limited small number of elite recourses
who took education, training. They are certified in the
company and located at east, central, and west of Japan.
We have established organization that can handle high
quality MRA calibration anywhere in Japan.
Quality Management by MRA calibration
with 40 years’ experience
Inspection facility which is exclusive used for MRA
calibration should traceable to national / international
s t a n d a r d . I n a d d it io n t o c o nt i nu o u s c a l i b r a t io n
management, reliable result of calibration can be realized
by 1) complete organization structure for transportation
and storage, 2) exclusive inspection facility and standard
material strictly controlled, 3) skillful engineer. HTS has
organization structure that has been accumulating knowhow of exhaust gas analysis for 40 years as a member of
HORIBA group. We have now realized total support
structure of exhaust gas analysis system with 40 years’
experience and ISO/IEC17025.

Expansion of MRA Calibration
It is necessary for business of exhaust gas analysis to
expand items that can adapt to MRA calibration in order
to meet requirements for production reliability from
vehicle manufacturers. First, calibration curve must be
controlled and maintained properly. The reason is that
calibration curve is one of the most important factors to
maintain accuracy of gas analyser. To make accurate
calibration curve, HTS is now scheduling to establish
MRA calibration for gas divider. We are targeting to start
English Edition No.42 July 2014
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this new business within 2014 in order to catch up
movement of Japanese vehicle manufacturers who are
now intending to utilise their plants in ASEAN countries
as the export base. We are planning to use calibrated
items by ISO/IEC17024, then planning to issue certificate
as much as possible. In addition, we are now considering
to establish an organisation structure that is traceable to
other countries such as Russia, eastern Europe, China,
Brazil, etc.

Regulatory Requirement
The numbers of vehicles reached 1,071 million in 2011
globally. This means that 154 vehicles are prevailed in
1,000 persons, 1 person in 6.5 persons own a vehicle. If
we look at the situation in Japan, 7,500 vehicles are
registered. On the other hand, it is said that about 200
million of motorcycle are available in the world (Japan:
more than 12 million). Automobile and motorcycle must
be necessary for our life [3]. However, air pollution caused
by exhaust gas is now becoming serious social issues
especially for large cities. In order to deal with this issue,
we are required to handle certificate business f lexibly.
Considering this kind of situation, each country has
enforced regulation to control emission gas[4]. We are now
describing action of HTS in response to this trend in the
following Colum.

Difficulties to Meet the Trend
It is important to manage and control testing equipment
which can meet regulator y demand but there are 2
diff icult points when we catch up this t rend. First
difficulty is adaptability of product itself (Table 2).
Software and hardware of measuring equipment are
developed in accordance with the revision of regulation.
A f t e r i n st a l lat ion , mo d i f ic at ion wor k for b e t t e r
performance would be required to meet the revised
regulation (or new regulation). Second difficulty is in the
case that new measured element is added in regulation.
We have already been facing two elements, one is PN
(Particle number) measurement and the other is N2O
(Nitrous Oxide) measurement. PN measurement was
star ted in Europe as a substitution of PM (Par ticle
matters) measurement. N2O is one of greenhouse gases
under controlled by GHG regulation. When we face new
elements that we did not measu re in the past, it is
impor t ant to have a system to make hear ing f rom
customer and offering adequate system to the customer.
And we service engineer can execute this kind of task
because we are nearby customer. Therefore, it is very
important for service engineer to have enough knowledge
of regulation trend. HTS is working with HOR and we are
trying to collect customer’s voice and making feedback to
HOR.

Table 2 of §1065.303-Summary of Required Calibration and Verifications[5]

Type of calibration or verification

Minimum frequency

§1065.305: Accuracy, repeatability
Accuracy: Not required, but recommended for initial installation.
and noise
Repeatability: Not required, but recommended for initial installation.
Noise: Not required, but recommended for initial installation.
§1065.307: Linearity verification

Speed: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing and after major maintenance.
Torque: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing and after major maintenance.
Fuel flow rate: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing, and after major maintenance.
Gas dividers: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing, and after major maintenance.
Gas analyzers (unless otherwise noted): Upon initial installation, within 35 days before testing and after
major maintenance.
GC-ECD: Upon initial installation and after major maintenance.
PM balance: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing and after major maintenance.
Pressure, temperature, and dew point: Upon initial installation, within 370 days before testing and after major
maintenance.

§1065.340: Diluted exhaust flow
Upon initial installation and after major maintenance.
(CVS)
§1065.341: CVS and batch sampler
Upon initial installation, within 35 days before testing, and after major maintenance.
verification
§1065.342 Sample dryer verification

For thermal chillers: upon installation and after major maintenance.
For osmotic membranes; upon installation, within 35 days of testing, and after major maintenance.
Zero, span, and reference sample verifications: within 12 hours of weighing, and after major maintenance.
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Conclusions
HORIBA group have been growing with the customer by
catchi ng up thei r demand. T his means that we’ve
gropingly developed our products with the customer.
Under this process, service engineer has participated
product development and gas analysis at site, then we
have always improved our technical level, knowledge and
speed of service. We will be continuing to improve our
service capability to acquire a real customer’s satisfaction.
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